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The Affordable
Care Act’s Uncertain
Impact on Michigan’s
No-Fault Act
By Nelson P. Miller

T

he Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate requiring the purchase
of health insurance likely turns
the No-Fault Act’s coordination of medical
and no-fault benefits into a setoff of health
insurance coverage. Michigan no-fault insurers may be about to receive a substantial windfall, while those injured in
Michigan motor-vehicle accidents and their
medical-care providers may receive a substantial setback.

The Affordable Care Act’s
individual mandate
Unless you’ve been on a trip to Mars,
you know the individual mandate as the
cornerstone of what the public calls Obama
care; lawyers know it as the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. Beginning
this year, Congress requires that most adult
Americans buy health insurance for themselves and their dependents.1
Individuals who do not buy and maintain the federally mandated coverage must
pay the government a “shared responsibility payment” that the act also calls a
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“penalty.” In National Federation of Independent Business v Sebelius, the United States
Supreme Court held the mandate’s penalty unconstitutional as an exercise of Commerce
Clause powers but constitutional as a “tax.”2 This much, most lawyers know.

No-fault setoff and coordination
Michigan’s legislature promoted the No-Fault Act’s goal of reducing no-fault-insurance
costs by authorizing no-fault insurers to either set off certain other sources against nofault coverage or coordinate coverage with other sources. Think of a setoff as the no-fault
insurer having no responsibility to pay for an expense covered by the other source. By
contrast, think of coordination as the insurer examining the nature and terms of the other
source and then, in many cases, paying some or all of the expense the other source would
pay were it not for no-fault coverage.
Specifically, Michigan’s No-Fault Act authorizes no-fault insurers to set off against the
act’s personal-injury-protection benefits any other benefits “provided or required to be provided under the laws of any state or the federal government....”3 Social Security disability
benefits are a good example. Because federal law provides for those benefits, no-fault
insurers may set them off so as not to pay that amount in no-fault work-loss benefits.4
Workers’ compensation benefits are another good example. Because state law requires
those benefits, no-fault insurers may set them off so as not to pay that amount in no-fault
work loss or as an allowable expense.5 Setoff is also available for Social Security survivor’s loss benefits,6 wage loss paid under the Federal Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act,7 and even medical benefits under a no-fault-insurance policy required under another
state’s law.8
Significantly, no-fault insurers get to set off law-required benefits even when the claimant takes no reasonable steps to secure the benefits.9
By contrast, the No-Fault Act authorizes no-fault insurers only to coordinate (rather than
to set off) “other health and accident coverage.”10 The big example is health-insurance
coverage. When a no-fault insurer coordinates its policy with health-insurance coverage,
the health insurer ordinarily pays the benefits.11 Even when the health insurer attempts to
coordinate right back, the no-fault insurer still wins under the oft-cited Federal Kemper
decision.12 Coordination also applies to healthcare benefits provided through an HMO.13
The No-Fault Act’s coordination provision is not a sound firewall for no-fault insurers.
When a no-fault insurer does not coordinate its no-fault policy with health-insurance coverage, and the health policy does coordinate, the no-fault insurer must pay the healthcare
benefit.14 Moreover, when the health plan is an employer ERISA plan, the ERISA plan’s
coordination clause will prevail over the no-fault insurer’s coordination clause, making
the no-fault insurer pay.15 Federal ERISA law, permitting ERISA plans to make them secondary to no-fault insurance, supersedes contrary state no-fault law. The differences between setoff and coordination are thus significant.

The Affordable Care Act’s probable effect
You may have anticipated the probable effect of the Affordable Care Act’s individual
mandate on no-fault medical-care benefits. The act—federal law—requires health insurance. What do we call it but the individual mandate? The clear inference is that health
insurance under the Affordable Care Act becomes a no-fault-insurer setoff under the NoFault Act. Say goodbye to coordination and hello to setoff. No-fault insurers will now set
off health insurance rather than merely coordinate it.

Individuals who do
not buy and maintain
the federally mandated
coverage must pay the
government a “shared
responsibility payment”
that the act also calls
a “penalty.”

Fast Facts
No-fault lawyers and insurers
should prepare for the coming
collision of the Affordable Care
Act’s individual mandate with
Michigan’s No-Fault Act.
The Affordable Care Act likely
makes health insurance a setoff
against no-fault medical coverage
rather than coordinated coverage.
No-fault insurers may get a
substantial windfall while
hospitals take a substantial hit.
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The 2014 shift to setoff
may hit healthcare
providers because of
the generally higher
medical payments
no-fault insurers pay
over health insurers.
Hospitals and other
medical-care providers
depend on the higher
reimbursement rates that
no-fault insurers pay.

One might argue that we should treat differently insurance required by law from other
benefits required by law. The No-Fault Act does not make that distinction. As noted
above, Michigan’s appellate courts have already held that no-fault insurers may set off
benefits paid or payable under insurances required by law, like workers’ compensation
insurance16 or out-of-state no-fault insurance.17 Presumably, then, the same should be true
for Affordable Care Act-mandated health insurance—that no-fault insurers can set off
those federally mandated insurance benefits.

The impact
If this plain interpretation is correct, how big will the impact be on Michigan no-fault
payments? Michigan no-fault insurers pay hundreds of millions of dollars in allowable
expense, much of it medical expense. And much of that medical expense employer ERISA
health-insurance plans shift to no-fault insurers or no-fault insurers pay under uncoordinated no-fault coverage. Beginning this year, no-fault insurers should be able to set off
those payments, shifting the costs back to health insurers.
The 2014 shift to setoff may hit healthcare providers because of the generally higher
medical payments no-fault insurers pay over health insurers. Hospitals and other medicalcare providers depend on the higher reimbursement rates that no-fault insurers pay.
While the No-Fault Act requires medical charges to be reasonable,18 the act permits
no-fault insurers to charge up to the amount customarily charged “in cases not involving
insurance.”19 This provision means hospitals and other medical-care providers need not
accept the discounted amounts that Medicaid, Medicare, and health insurers often pay.
No-fault insurers help keep emergency rooms open—but may no longer do so beginning in 2014.
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Possible responses

Conclusion

The possibility remains that Congress will amend the Affordable Care Act to shift these healthcare costs back to no-fault insurers or that regulators or courts will interpret the act to do so as
written. One federal program already makes that cost shift back
to the no-fault insurer. Medicare does not pay benefits that a nofault policy would pay.20 Congress did not enact the measure to
increase healthcare costs, but to decrease them. Some probability of a saving reform may exist.
Lawyers know the plain interpretation is not necessarily the
right one. Michigan’s appellate courts may yet interpret the Affordable Care Act’s broad individual mandate not to be “required
by law” in the No-Fault Act sense. Look at what the United States
Supreme Court did in National Federation of Independent Business v Sebelius to save the mandate, reinterpreting what Congress
expressly called a “penalty” instead to be a “tax.” Michigan’s appellate courts could follow the Supreme Court’s rationale. Doing
so might possibly preserve the status quo under which no-fault
insurers pay before ERISA health plans and when offering uncoordinated benefits.
A better alternative for preserving the status quo would be for
the legislature to except the individual mandate from the No-Fault
Act’s setoff provision. Hospitals and other medical-care providers,
who depend financially on the No-Fault Act’s largesse, would presumably favor preserving the status quo. So would members of the
public who value or rely on the no-fault medical safety net.
On the other hand, those looking solely at premium costs and
no-fault-insurer profits may favor the opposite approach to let the
individual mandate supplant no-fault medical benefits. In theory,
no-fault rates should fall as costs shift from no-fault insurers to
healthcare insurers and the taxpayer. If no-fault rates do not fall,
watch for legislative review of the shape and value of a still helpful but less necessary no-fault safety net.
If the individual mandate guts no-fault medical coverage with
no legislative response, Michigan’s no-fault lawyers should turn
their attention to other Affordable Care Act provisions. While individuals who accept the federal mandate and buy their insurance would lose to the no-fault setoff, others may not. Those who
refuse the mandate and instead pay Congress’s penalty (the Supreme Court’s tax) might still argue that they face no setoff.
Other Michigan no-fault healthcare-coverage claimants will
qualify for mandated coverage only through the swelling Medi
caid rolls. As noted previously relative to endnote 20, Medicare
shifts cost recovery back to the no-fault insurers. Other claimants
will not yet have reached the Affordable Care Act’s mandate age.
The act requires that their parents’ healthcare insurers provide
coverage, but not all youthful, no-fault healthcare-coverage claimants will have responsible, employed parents.

Law is complex because life is complex. No-fault lawyers should
prepare for the coming collision of the Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate with the No-Fault Act. In a couple of years,
the appropriate practices of no-fault claimants and insurers and
their counsel should once again become clear. Until that clarity arises, watch Michigan’s appellate courts and legislature on
this issue. Study this new setoff issue in every first-party, nofault claim. Expect no-fault insurers to claim Affordable Care Actmandated health insurance as a major new setoff. n
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